Bandit Beast

Waste Recyclers

The ultimate land clearing machines
Bandit’s line of Beast horizontal wood grinding machines have the unique ability to cut, split and
grind materials, thanks to its patented cutter mill system. This unique cutting system provides
owners with a multitude of options so that a valuable, consistent end product is produced in just
one pass through the machine.
Available with powerful diesel engines ranging from 275 – 1000hp, Beast

Recyclers can process

an amazing array of materials including green waste, stumps, whole trees, pallets, timber building
waste and railway sleeper into valuable end products such as landscape mulch, compost and fuel
for energy providers.
The 645hp Model 3680 Beast is Bandit’s most popular recycling machine. It has a huge cutter mill
opening (30” x 60”), a 20 foot infeed conveyor and a 30 foot long discharge conveyor allowing the
machine to process up to 100 tons per hour, depending on the material being processed. The
powerful infeed system allows the Beast to process whole trees in very long lengths without the
need to shear them into smaller pieces.
Beast owner Shane Vandermast from Townsville Treemulchas invested in a Model 3680 Beast.
Here’s what he has to say…
“I swear by my Beast and would never consider buying anything else. It outperforms anything on
the market in terms of cost, fuel consumption and maintenance.
“Straight up it produces a better quality product. I’ve been asked to re-grind a load from a
competitor’s grinder – great for my business, but you wouldn’t be happy if you were it’s owner! As
for new developments, I’ve seen first hand where Bandit is at with technology, and it’s way ahead
of the rest,” Shane said.
Bandit Beasts are available as self-propelled track drive, or towable machines. The self-propelled
“Track Beast” option allows the machine to be moved around on site via radio remote control and
is the ultimate land clearing machine. Having the ability to travel to the material to be processed
greatly reduces handling costs and the need for a towing vehicle.
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Bandit Beasts also offer a colour mulch option with the Colour Critter II attachment. Now available
in both wet and dry systems, rich-looking coloured mulch can be produced quickly and easily
during the final grind, adding great value to the chips produced.
There are more than 800 Beasts in operation worldwide today. With five models to choose from
and a variety of screens, cutting tools and other options to allow you to tailor the end product to
meet your needs, Bandit’s Beast is the ideal investment.

Bandit Beast waste reduction machines produce consistent, high quality end
products with just one pass
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